
Attendance, Resources & PD Clock Hours
• You must stay on the whole time- 1 hour- to receive credit

• YOU print your certificate through ADE Connect- please wait 24-48 
hours of webinar before printing certificates

• AFTER WEBINAR- you will receive PDF of presentation and resource page

WELCOME! 
Please review this information while we wait for all to join!



Hi! 

I’m Rebecca Garelli

ADE K-12 Science & 
STEM Specialist

A Look at Arizona’s New Science 
Standards



Webinar Norms:



1.   What is your current position or job title?

2.  Have you had a chance to look at the new Arizona State 
Science Standards?



Educators will be able to:

● explain the instructional shifts represented by Arizona’s 2018 
Science Standards.

● discuss the implementation timeline.

● define 3-Dimensional science instruction.

Objectives:
Introduction to the 2018 Science Standards
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What instructional shifts come with the 
NEW AZ Science Standards? 

What would you see less of? 

What would you see more of? 

What are 3-5 items that resonate with you?



Less of this….. More of this…..

In a science classroom you would see less of..... In a science classroom you would see more of.....

LEARNING ABOUT 
SHIFT

FIGURING OUT
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Science Standards Resources

https://www.azed.gov/standards-practices/k-12standards/standards-science/

https://www.azed.gov/standards-practices/k-12standards/standards-science/






Standards

What a student needs to 
know, understand, and be 
able to do by the end of 
each grade. Standards build 
across grade levels in a 
progression of increasing 
understanding and through 
a range of cognitive 
demand levels. Standards 
are adopted at the state 
level by the State Board of 
Education.

Curriculum

The resources used for 
teaching and learning the 
standards. Curricula are 
adopted at a local level by 
districts and schools. 

Instruction

The methods used by teachers 
to teach their students. 
Instructional techniques are 
employed by individual 
teachers in response to the 
needs of the students in their 
classes to help them progress 
through the curriculum in order 
to master the standards. 

How Does It All Work?

Try to explain the difference in 9 words or less.



The New Arizona Science Standards 

Standards versus Performance Objectives

Content Standards

Standards are what 
students need to know, 
understand, and be able to 
do by the end of each grade 
level. Standards build 
across grade levels in a 
progression of increasing 
understanding and through 
a range of cognitive demand 
levels. 

Performance Objectives

Performance Objectives are 
incremental steps toward mastery 
of individual content standards. 
Performance Objectives are 
knowledge and skills that a student 
must demonstrate at each grade 
level. Performance objectives do 
not imply a progression of learning 
and, because they are discrete 
skills, reach a limited level of 
cognitive demand. 



Standards Performance Objectives

● Broad and overarching

● Higher depth of knowledge

● Open-ended questions

● Evidence-based, connected answers

● Deep and connected learning

● Reoccurring

● Spiral

● Multiple opportunities for assessment

● Small scope

● Lower depth of knowledge

● Teacher-generated questions

● Limited Answers

● Shallow knowledge

● One-and-done

● Linear

● Single opportunity for assessment

What stands out to you as a big difference between a standard and a performance objective? 
What are the implications?
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Compare the 2004 Science 
Standards to the 2018 Standards 



Educators will be able to:

● explain the instructional shifts represented by Arizona’s 2018 
Science Standards.

● discuss the implementation timeline.

● define 3-Dimensional science instruction.

Objectives:
Introduction to the 2018 Science Standards



Attendance and PD Clock Hours

• You must stay on the whole time- 1 hour, take 
attendance at end

• You print your certificate through ADE Connect 
AFTER I take attendance and put into the system 
within 24-48 hours of webinar



Arizona Science Standards
(AzSS)

NGSS

AzSS

AzSS



What Is 3-Dimensional Science Instruction?

FREE DOWNLOADS! I WILL ALSO SEND TO YOUJ



What Is 3- Dimensional Science Instruction?



What is 3-Dimensional Science Instruction?

3-D
Science

Science & Engineering 
Practices

Core Ideas

Crosscutting Concepts



What Is 3-Dimensional Science 
Instruction

• How do the Arizona Science 
Standards represent a shift in science 
education?

• What do the teachers in this video 
learn from engaging with 3-
dimensional science instruction?

• How do the three dimensions work 
together?



What Is 3-Dimensional Science Instruction?

1. How do the Arizona Science Standards represent a shift in science 
education?

2. What do the teachers in this video learn from engaging with 3-
dimensional science instruction?

3. How do the three dimensions work together?



Science and Engineering Practices
1. Asking Questions and Defining Problems
2. Developing and Using Models
3. Planning and Carrying Out Investigations 
4. Analyzing and Interpreting Data 
5. Using Mathematics and Computational Thinking 
6. Constructing Explanations and Designing Solutions 
7. Engaging in Argument from Evidence 
8. Obtaining, Evaluating, and Communicating 
Information

National Research Council. (2012). A Framework for K-12 Science Education: Practices, Crosscutting Concepts, and Core Ideas. Committee on a Conceptual Framework 
for New K-12 Science Education Standards. Board on Science Education, Division of Behavioral and Social Sciences and Education. Washington, DC: The National 
Academies Press
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1. Patterns 
2. Cause and effect 
3. Structure and Function 
4. Energy and Matter 
5. Systems and System Models 
6. Scale, Proportion and Quantity 
7. Stability and Change

National Research Council. (2012). A Framework for K-12 Science Education: Practices, Crosscutting Concepts, and Core Ideas. Committee on a Conceptual Framework for 
New K-12 Science Education Standards. Board on Science Education, Division of Behavioral and Social Sciences and Education. Washington, DC: The National Academies 
Press
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WEATHER
Patterns?

Cause & 
Effect? Scale, 

Proportion, 
Quantity?

Systems & 
System 
Models?

Energy & 
Matter?

Structure & 
Function?Stability & 

Change?



What We Learn
Physical Science
● P1: All matter in the Universe is made of very small particles.
● P2: Objects can affect other objects at a distance.
● P3: Changing the movement of an object requires a net force to be acting on it.
● P4: The total amount of energy in a closed system is always the same but can be transferred from

one energy store to another during an event.
Earth and Space
● E1: The composition of the Earth and its atmosphere and the natural and human processes occurring 

within them shape the Earth’s surface and its climate.
● E2: The Earth and our solar system are a very small part of one of many galaxies within the Universe.

Life Science
● L1: Organisms are organized on a cellular basis and have a finite life span.
● L2: Organisms require a supply of energy and materials for which they often depend on, or compete 

with, other organisms.
● L3: Genetic information is passed down from one generation of organisms to another.
● L4: The unity and diversity of organisms, living and extinct, is the result of evolution.

*Adapted	from	Working	with	Big	Ideas	in	Science	Education

Dimension 3: Core Ideas for Knowing Science



Dimension 3: Core Ideas for Using Science

●U1:  Scientists explain phenomena using evidence obtained from 
observations and or scientific investigations. Evidence may lead to developing 
models and or theories to make sense of phenomena.  As new evidence is 
discovered, models and theories can be revised.

●U2: The knowledge produced by science is used in engineering and 
technologies to solve problems and/or create products.

●U3: Applications of science often have both positive and negative ethical, 
social, economic, and/or political implications.

*Adapted	from	Working	with	Big	Ideas	in	Science	Education



Arizona 
Science 
Standards 
unique 
Using
Science 
(CIs)

The core 
ideas of 
Knowing
science 
(CIs)

SEPs CCCs1 2
3



The Coding – How To Read It And How It’s Useful



Reading 
a Standard



Breaking the Standard Apart 



*NEW*



How does it work? 
Essential and Plus Standards for High School 

Essential 

+

+



Essential vs. Plus Standards for High School
High School Essential Standards

Ø Intended for all student to have learned by the end of three credits of high 
school science courses 

Ø May be assessed on the state science assessment
Ø Goal to prepare students for adult science literacy

High School Plus Standards

Ø Supporting standards designed to be used with the essential standards 
Ø For students taking a specific course in physics, chemistry, earth/space, 

and/or biology to prepare students for college-level courses
Ø May be assessed by districts but not by state



6-8 Band: 6.P1U1.1 Analyze and interpret data to 
show that changes in states of matter are caused by 
different rates of movement of atoms in solids, liquids, 
and gases (Kinetic Theory).

K-2 Band: 2.P1U1.2 Plan and carry out 
investigations to gather evidence to support an 
explanation on how heating or cooling can cause a 
phase change in matter.

Plus HS+C.P1U1.3 Analyze and interpret data to 
develop and support an explanation for the 
relationships between kinetic molecular theory and gas 
laws. (Note: The plus standards are used to create a 
high school chemistry class, they are not honors only)

Pick one grade band and see 
if you can  identify:

1. Science & Engineering 
Practice (SEP)

2. Core Idea for Knowing 
(Life, Physical, Earth)

3. Core Idea for Using 
(U1, U2, U3)

4.  Crosscutting Concept   
(CCC)

Crosscutting Concepts:
1. Patterns 
2. Cause and effect 
3. Structure and Function 
4. Energy and Matter 
5. Systems and System Models 
6. Scale, Proportion and Quantity 
7. Stability and Change



6-8 Band: 6.P1U1.1 Analyze and interpret data to show 
that changes in states of matter are caused by different 
rates of movement of atoms in solids, liquids, and gases 
(Kinetic Theory).

K-2 Band: 2.P1U1.2 Plan and carry out investigations to 
gather evidence to support an explanation on how heating 
or cooling can cause a phase change in matter.

Plus HS+C.P1U1.3 Analyze and interpret data to develop and 
support an explanation for the relationships between kinetic 
molecular theory and gas laws. 
(Note: The plus standards are used to create a high school 
chemistry class, they are not honors only)

Cause & Effect

Cause & Effect
Energy & Matter

Patterns

Cause & Effect

Stability & Change

Systems & System 
Models





Almost done!

Two Emails

1. From EMS with a survey-
MUST be filled out to 
receive PD Clock hours

2. From MEJ with  
resources and this 
presentation & upcoming 
PD opportunities

Title Date Time Cost Type

Crosscutting Concepts: 1 of the 3 Dimensions of the AZ Science 

Standards

6/4/2020 9:00am –

10:00am

FREE W

STEM Series: Meet Computer Science Standards with Code.org 6/4/2020 4:00pm – 5:00pm FREE W

Science & Engineering Practices: 1 of the 3 Dimensions of the AZ 

Science Standards

6/5/2020 9:00am –

10:00am

FREE W

5-E Instructional Model & Science Notebooks 6/9/2020 4:00pm – 5:00pm FREE W

#SciencingAndEngineering with @TheSTEMAZingPro and 

@RobotGeneral5- Session 2

6/10/2020 4:00pm – 5:00pm FREE W

STEM Series: Meet Computer Science Standards with Code.org 6/11/2020 4:00pm – 5:00pm FREE W

Phenomena-Based 3-D Instruction 6/16/2020 4:00pm – 5:00pm FREE W

#SciencingAndEngineering with @TheSTEMAZingPro and 

@RobotGeneral5- Session 3

7/1/2020 4:00pm – 5:00pm FREE W

#SciencingAndEngineering with @TheSTEMAZingPro and 

@RobotGeneral5- Session 4

7/22/2020 4:00pm – 5:00pm FREE W

#SciencingAndEngineering with @TheSTEMAZingPro and 

@RobotGeneral5- Session 5- Early Childhood

8/12/2020 4:00pm – 5:00pm FREE W

https://ems.azed.gov/home/calendar%3Fsd=7604
https://ems.azed.gov/home/calendar%3Fsd=7601
https://ems.azed.gov/home/calendar%3Fsd=7606
https://ems.azed.gov/home/calendar%3Fsd=7544
https://ems.azed.gov/home/calendar%3Fsd=7611
https://ems.azed.gov/home/calendar%3Fsd=7602
https://ems.azed.gov/home/calendar%3Fsd=7545
https://ems.azed.gov/home/calendar%3Fsd=7612
https://ems.azed.gov/home/calendar%3Fsd=7613
https://ems.azed.gov/home/calendar%3Fsd=7614


Thanks!

Any questions?
Please contact:

Rebecca Garelli 
Rebecca.Garelli@azed.gov

http://azed.gov

